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Overview 

The Almost Death of the Cyber Cafe 
More than ever before, between 2010 and 2013 the cyber café business seemed to be on its 

deathbed. The wide adaptation of smart phones, and generally phones that could access the 

internet almost ground the business to a halt.  

Prices of laptops and desktop were possibly at their lowest making thus becoming accessible to 

more people. Not to mention the number of cyber cafes had risen such that the market was 

almost getting saturated. 

In a survey we conducted in 2013 within Nairobi the number of cyber cafes closing down was 

almost the same as those opening. The number of cyber cafes advertised for sale in the 

newspapers averaged six per week, which was a relatively high figure compared to the previous 

years. Revenue was going down with the average revenue per user reducing significantly.  

Before the mass adaptation of internet enabled phone, and the reduction of data charges, a 

major reason consumers visited cyber cafes was to check email. With the new phones 

consumers could easily check email, search and visit other websites from the comfort of their 

palms. 

Visits to the cyber cafes were now largely to print, watch videos, visit data heavy websites and 

those that are were not mobile friendly. The other major draw to the cyber cafes was to use 

services like printing and download large files.  

Shot in The Arm: e-government 
However since 2014 cyber cafes have continuously gotten a shot in the arm. One of the key 

drivers being the shift of key government services from manual paper work to electronic; the so 

called e-government. This has not only changed the way consumers access government 

services, but how they use the internet.  

E-government has had the consequence of netting consumers who otherwise would not have 

used the internet at all. This ‘new customer’ has played a big part in the revival of cyber cafes. 

They include the PSV driver who wants to renew his license, the old woman who wants to sell 

his piece of land and requires a PIN number and such other segments of consumers. 

If everything had remained constant this group of individuals would probably not have seen any 

need to use a cyber café. Circumstances have pushed them to the cyber cafes. Their usage 

requires guidance and more often than not they end up paying a premium price for their lack of 

skill. 

Of note is data from the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics shows that although there has been 

an increase in ownership of personal computers, laptops and smart phones there has not been 

an equivalent increase in ownership of personal printers.  
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Colleges 
The explosion of colleges has also given the cyber cafes a lifeline. Students use cyber cafés to 

prepare their projects. Partially typing but largely fine tuning printing and binding. Cyber cafes 

within a reasonable distant of colleges have survived without much effort. 

Gambling  
The coming into the market of various gambling services and what is described as the ‘gambling 

craze’ has drawn many to cyber cafes. Among the heavy users of cyber cafes are gamblers 

analyzing different stakes and placing bets. Though it’s possible to do the same through the 

phone, computers are more robust than the former. There are now customers who visit cyber 

cafes everyday to place bets, spending an average of 40 minutes per session.  

Devolution of Cyber Cafes 
All the above trends have also led to the devolving of cyber cafes. Unlike a while ago when 

cyber cafes were only found in major towns, cyber have moved to estates, peri urban and rural 

towns. Now it’s common to find three computer cyber cafes in small rural towns which for years 

didn’t have any internet services, and where one would not have imagined that such a business 

would survive let alone thrive. 

Shrinking of Cyber Café Floor Space 
Related to this is the shrinking of individual cyber cafes. Gone are the days of 100 plus 

computers cyber cafes, and in its stead are midsized cafes with less than thirty computers. 

Although there are a few of the large ones most cyber cafes have 5 to 20 computers. This can 

be attributed to the economics of the business.  

In urban areas, such as Nairobi CBD, the rent for space to set up a 100 plus cyber café would 

not make it a feasible venture. Such spaces have become competitive due to the expansion of 

colleges, and “dining hall “ kind of hotels. These enjoy higher margins when compared to cyber 

cafes and thus are more than willing to pay more in rent.  

The other reason is the need for a little more personalized service. For instance assistance with 

e-government services. This is at times difficult to achieve in a 100 plus computers cyber cafe. 

Small cyber cafes tend to be better in offering personalized service. 

Despite the above positive factors; the business is still volatile, and as much as there are cyber 

cafés opening, there are others closing. The business is feasible and not necessarily so in large 

urban areas; it could work even in upcoming smaller towns. 

Success is not automatic and will depend on some factors that will become clear below. 

Presently we don’t see value in putting up a 50 plus computer cyber café. You can start with 5-

20 computers and expand as need be.  

This again is also the kind of business that demands more of a medium term look rather than 

long term. The rate of technological change both technically and policy wise is such that you 

cannot expect to be running your cyber cafes in five years in the same conditions as present; 

the business could be obsolete , with little margins or in high demand. Aim to break even and 
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make as much profit as possible. Yes the business enjoying a revival of sorts, but from past 

behaviour it’s tricky to predict with absolute confidence what will happen five years from now. 

 

Licenses 
 

License Details 

County Single Business Permit This is the standard single business permit 
issued to all the businesses operating within a 
county. The cost will depend on the size of the 
cyber café and also the county.  
 
For instance in Nairobi large cyber cafes, with 
over 20 computers will pay Kshs.30, 000, 
medium cyber cafes with 6 – 20 computers, 
Kshs.20, 000, and small cyber cafes with 2-5 
computers Kshs.15, 000.  
 
You get this license at the county licensing 
offices. Most counties have tried to devolve 
licensing so that you don’t necessarily have to 
go to the county headquarters to acquire it. 
Also in many counties you can apply for 
licenses online. To use Nairobi again they 
introduced the unified business license where 
you can apply for the basic licenses from one 
point on the government website; 
http://www.nairobi.go.ke 
 

Music Copyright of Kenya  (MCSK) License / 
PRiSK/ KAMP license 

MCSK requires all establishments playing 
music to acquire a permit from them.  MCSK is 
now aggressive in collecting loyalties, and 
although initially you could reason you are not 
playing music so you don’t need it, for peace 
of mind and future possibilities say selling 
movies or simply having a television then it’s 
good to have the license.  
 
Prisk is also an artist collection organization. It 
specifically represents performers’ rights. 
KAMP represents music producers.  The 
organizations used to operate independently 
but have of late been collaborating in 
licensing.  
 
 The PRISK / KAMP license seems to be the 
most common in cyber cafes. Budget at least 
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Kshs. 3000 for this.  

Reproduction Society of Kenya License 
(Kopiken ) 

“ If your organization copies or distributes 
extracts, articles or cuttings from print or digital 
magazines, books, journals, online 
publications or websites without specific 
permissions from the copyright owners then 
you are likely to be breaking the law.  

Kopiken is designed to license the following 
activities;  

• Photocopying or scanning from books 
journals or magazines  

• Copying or printing articles form 
websites or digital content  

• Emailing copies of articles or extracts 
from publications 

• Storing copies of articles or extracts on 
your intranet  

• Accessing or sharing online press 
cuttings 

Kopiken licenses have been developed to help 
organizations ensure compliance with the law 
and avoid the risk and potential cost of 
copyright infringement.” 

 

Simply it represents the rights of owners of 
printed material. The fees are as follows: 

3 in 1 Small Size 
Office 
Printer/Scanner/Copier 

Kshs. 2,000 only 

1 to 2 Normal Size 
Copiers 

Kshs.4,000 only 

3 to 5 Normal Size 
Copiers 

Kshs. 5,500 only 

6 to 10 Normal Size 
Copiers 

Kshs. 7,500 only 

11 and above normal 
size copiers 

Kshs. 10,500 only 

  

 “Licenses are issued in February, March & 
April shall expire on 31st March the following 
year. “ 
“Licenses are issued in May, June & July shall 
expire on 30th June the following year. “ 
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“Licenses issued in August, September & 
October shall expire on 30th September the 
following year." 

There are many cyber cafes without this 
license again it’s good to have it for the peace 
of mind. KOPIKEN might not have the capacity 
or the aggressiveness of the other rights 
bodies but you never know when they will pop 
in. 

Signboard License  You will need a signboard to advertise your 
cyber café. In order for you to display the 
signboard you need to pay the county 
government a fee. The fee depends on the 
rates of the county which are pegged against 
location and the size of the board. Budget at 
least Kshs. 2,500 for this. The amount could 
be as high as Kshs. 25,000 depending on the 
size and county 

Fire License County governments requires that your 
premises be fire ready. Thus you need to pay 
for the fire safety inspection. The cost will vary 
from county to county. Budget at least Kshs. 
2,500 for this. 

 

 

The Cyber Café Consumer  
Once you have the licenses, the next thing is to set up the cyber café: acquire equipment, and 

decide on operations and pricing.  But in order to set up in the right way you need to understand 

the cyber café consumer. 

 

Reasons why consumers still use cyber cafes: 

• They don’t have computers of their own. 

• They have computers but no internet access 

• They want to enjoy the full benefits of surfing from a computer as compared to a phone 

• They need the extras e.g. printing and scanning 

• They want to do major downloads 

• They want assistant  with something say e-government services 

• They want to watch videos 

• They are seeking convenience 
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What Generates Loyalty 
Among the factors that generate loyalty in the cyber café business are:  

Convenience 
Consumers are looking for a cyber café that fits in their lifestyle.  This means that they will look 

for a cyber café that is conveniently located either from home, work or wherever they are based.  

Though convenience is the first consideration it’s not the only consideration. Consumers are 

ready to sacrifice the advantage of location for a better experience. 

Speed 

Since customers are paying by the minute they want to maximize their time by doing as much 

as possible. Fast internet speeds means that customers can do more within a short time. Low 

speeds frustrate customers. Some even form the impression that the owner of cyber café has 

intentionally set the low speeds so as to make customers stick longer and spend more. 

Though low speeds and low bandwidth could be at a cheaper cost for the owner, in the long run 

it’s a disadvantage since it leads to loss of customers and lack of loyalty. 

Reliable Computers 

Though a cyber café could be in a good location and have great speeds if the computers are not 

in great condition then the customers will equally feel frustrated and shift away. 

Customers want computers which don’t hang, where the mouse and keyboards are working 

proper and the monitor is not blurred. 

Some cyber cafes have computers where if one opens more than three tabs the computer 

hangs, and an unskilled attendant blames the customer for opening too many tabs. 

Since there is not much control about how computers in a cyber café are used it’s common to 

find spyware, viruses and other malware in the computers. These could negatively affect the 

performance of the computer. Regular, say monthly, servicing will help keep the computers 

performing at their best.  

Privacy 

Though privacy is not an absolute consideration, some decent level of privacy is highly 

appreciated. Customers want to surf without having to look back to see if anyone is peeping. 

This is especially so for emails, chatting and job applications. 

Simple work stations give a sense of privacy. One feels their personal space is respected, and 

they are able to do more and freely. 

Related to privacy is a good environment to work in. If there is music playing, is the volume too 

high? Is there a lot of distracting noise and movement? 
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Accessories 

Presently there are a lot of videos and audio material being shared on the internet. You Tube 

has hundreds of videos local or otherwise that are free to watch.  

Customers want to watch or listen to such easily. Having headphones is enough to make some 

customers loyal in addition to enticing them to spend more time in the café. 

Ideally headphones should be available for each computer. There are cyber cafes where there 

is only one headphone or where only a few computers have the phones installed. The very 

presence of a headphone is enough to make a customer want to use them and hence spend 

more time. 

There are also those who want to chat via Skype or any other such facilities. Usually such 

conversations tend to take more than a few minutes. 

Other extras that are appreciated include a printer and scanner.  

Easy Access To Other Programs 

Though surfing the internet may be the main motive of visiting a cyber café, customers want to 

be able to easily access all other key computer programs if need be.  

This is largely tied to the type of timer. There are timers which limit access to only the browser 

and Microsoft Word. Others only allow the use of the browser and if a customer wants to use 

any other program they have to ask for assistance from the attendant. 

A timer should not be limiting, rather it should make the experience richer. It’s important to have 

all the common and crucial programs like Microsoft Office.  

Customer Service 

Good customer service is appreciated. This includes the basics such as politeness, 

appreciation, and some level of enthusiasm rather than coldness.  

Customers who are not used to computers and the internet in particular want to be assisted 

without feeling condemned for not being computer literate. 

Price 
By default consumers will look for a cyber café offering the lowest price but good service. In 

locations where the prices are similar they will move around until they get the best value in 

terms of service at the lowest price. 

In a survey of a number of customers in Nairobi  68 % said they automatically chose the lowest 

prices while 32% said they won’t mind paying a premium for speed or specialty programs like 

Corel Draw, Photo Shop. 
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Keep the above factors in mind as you set up.  

Set up will involve equipment, layout, internet provider, networking, and choice of timer, staff, 

marketing and the day to day operations.  

Equipment 

Computers 
Prices of computers have come down drastically. Thus it’s possible to get quality computers for 

your cyber café at relatively low prices. Computer will come in two parts the CPU and Monitor.  

You can decide to either have a TFT (Flat Screen) or CRT monitor (the one with the protruding 

‘back’).  

TFT monitors are modern and give an impression of sleek; power and speed. CRT will consume 

more desk space, and although they could work equally well they give an impression of old.  

Monitors are for display purposes, and the power of the computer is in the CPU. But 

impressions matter. CRT are far cheaper when compared to the TFT.  If low on capital you can 

start with a few CRT and some TFT. 

You need to look for a computer with specifications that will help customers maximize their time 

in the cyber. This doesn’t mean you have to go for exaggerated specs rather standard features, 

which in these days are decent enough. A possible specifications combination could be 

something like: 14 inches monitor, 2 GB Ram, and 120 GB Harddisk and processor of 1.2GHZ. 

Another combination could be something like 16 inches monitor, 2.7 GHZ processor and 1GB 

ram, 80 GB hard disk.  

Still another combination is could be 19 inches monitor, 1 GB Ram and 3.0 GHZ processor.  

There are countless possible combinations. Your choice should be determined by the capital at 

hand and the offer you are getting from the dealer. That said aim to at least have 1 GHZ 

processor, 1GB memory. The monitor should be at least 14 inches, and if space and resources 

allow then you can have a minimum of 16 inches.  

You should also consider the operating system that you are going to use. Windows is the 

operating system of choice. This is because many users are very comfortable using windows as 

compared to using alternatives which are open source systems like Linux. The latter is preferred 

because its open source meaning that you don’t have to pay a license fee. For Windows you 

need to pay a license fee unless of course you are using a cracked version of the same.  

For years cyber cafes had been using unlicensed version of windows but then starting 2010 

Microsoft and the Anti-counterfeit Authority teamed up and started to crackdown on unlicensed 

software; cyber cafes were an easy target. The crackdown has ebbed.  
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Some cyber cafes also prefer Linux because it’s not affected by viruses when compared to 

Windows. The fact that in a cyber there will be customers downloading and using the computer 

in all manner of ways then the machines are always at a high risk of being infected by viruses. 

And viruses make the computers slow and keep crushing. Let your technician advice you about 

the licensing status of the Windows operating systems that he or she installs for you. 

There are various brands and features of computers and related accessories. A cyber café can 

survive very well with basic equipment, however if you want to add some chutzpah to your cyber 

then you can go for more funky items, say like an optical mouse or things like those.  

Prices of TFT vary with the size, brand, whether new or secondhand any additional features. 

But start at Kshs. 5000 or thereabouts.  

It’s important to note that speed in your cyber café will be determined by the slowest device. 

That means that even if you have very fast computers but your internet connection is slow then 

then the speeds will be low too. The vice-versa also applies. You have to get the combination 

right. 

Computers can be new, refurbished or second hand. Most cyber cafes go for refurbished and 

second hand computers. Refurbished computers mean those used computers that have been 

imported say from Europe or Asia restored then sold locally. In every major town you will find 

dealers of refurbished computers.  

Second hand computers are those being sold locally by those who had bought new or 

refurbished. These are often sold by individuals rather than dealers. And in these days when the 

cyber café business is volatile there are many entrepreneurs closing their cyber cafes and 

selling computers.  

Ideally you should go for a refurbished or new computer. But where circumstances force you to 

go for second hand then make sure to test and check specifications. The main disadvantage 

with buying from individual sellers is that there is no warranty or support of sorts in case the 

machines do not perform as expected. 

Printer 
Printing is an important source of revenue in the cyber café. Thus you should look for the printer 

that will perform as many of the printing works as possible and efficiently so. From our sample 

79% of the printing done in cyber cafes is for black and white documents. Others are documents 

with colour and increasingly photos. 

 When it comes to documents a laser printer is best because it’s very economical. Hence where 

competition is intense you find cyber cafes with laser printing comfortably charging Kshs. 5 per 

black and white copy. Such cyber cafes are not going at a loss rather the printer they have 

allows them to charge Kshs.5 and still make profit. 

When it comes to photos inkjet printers are better as they give better quality when compared to 

laser printers. Thus if you plan to have a ‘studio’ in your cyber then you could consider an inkjet 

printer. Indeed most of the now common studios operating ‘independently’ or as part of a cyber 
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are nothing more than a fair quality camera, a computer , inkjet printer and an improvised 

background. 

Nowadays most of the modern printers are 3 in 1, meaning that they can print, scan and 

photocopy. There are various models of the printers. Of the digital laser printers a present day 

favorite is the Konica Minolta biz hub series. This is a 3 in 1 machine favoured for its robustness 

and efficiency. It can print up to A2 size meaning that you can print items like posters say when 

a customer requires relatively small quantities such as 50 copies.  

The Konica Minolta averages Kshs. 140,000. The exact cost will depend on the dealer and the 

model that you are purchasing. 

Of the inkjet printers Epson dominates the cyber café market. Not that there are no other brands 

but Epson is the most dominant. Among the most common Epson Inkjet printers are the Epson 

L220, Epson L210, and Epson L850 HP 7700. 

An Epson L220 averages Kshs. 22,000. Again the exact will depend on the dealer and if it’s new 

or second hand.  

If capable then you could have a laser printer and inkjet printer.  If not and with resources to 

purchase either or then go for  laser if most of your potential clients are likely to be students or 

most of your printing black and white. Go for an inkjet if you are a cyber café and ‘studio’.  

Other Accessories 
Although a computer and a printer are the main items there are other accessories that are 

important in a cyber café. These include items to enhance the experience of the users and to 

make them spend more. Among these are: 

Headphones – Headphones help customers watch videos. If customers are able to watch 

videos then they are likely to spend more time surfing.  You can go for functional but good 

quality headphones which cost Kshs. 500 to Kshs. 700.  

Headphones in a cyber cafe are often stolen, it’s good to have a way of protecting them say by 

tying them permanently to the computer or simply keeping an eye. There are cyber cafes that 

do it by keeping the headphones at the counter and only give a customer who asks for them. 

The customer is supposed to return them on finishing.  

Card Reader – This helps customers transfer items from their memory cards to the computer 

so as to print or for any other purpose. At the end you want the customer more in this case 

either printing or spending time to upload. And for Kshs.200 a card reader is a worth investment. 

Scanner – Sometimes customers want to scan a document and send via email or any other 

means. To do this you need a scanner. If you have a 3 in 1 printer then you can use it to scan. 

Otherwise you can acquire a standalone scanner. Prices for scanners start at Kshs. 3000. 

Guillotine – This is to cut papers. Say for instance you have printed passport photos for a 

customer and you want to cut them into their respective sizes. To do so more accurately you 
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can use a guillotine. Same if you have printed business cards or such other documents.  Budget 

at least Kshs.2000 for a guillotine. 

Binding Machines – This is used to bind papers together. A binding machine is crucial 

especially if you are located where there is a student population. Students often use binding 

machine to ‘bind’ term papers and projects. Budget at least Kshs. 5,000 for a binding machine. 

Laminator – This is used for laminating documents which means ‘covering’ the document with 

a clear protective plastic bag. For instance some customers will laminate copies of their IDs or 

their certificates. Though it’s not every day you get customers who want lamination it’s good to 

have one to make money from any customers in need of the service. It also helps grow the 

reputation of your cyber as a one stop shop for all bureau services. A basic laminator will cost at 

least Kshs. 5,000. 

Routers and Switches – In the simplest terms a router connects between the internet service 

provider and your cyber. A switch ‘distributes’ the internet to the computers in the cyber. The 

kind of router that you use and how much you will pay for it will depend on among other things 

the source of your internet. There are internet companies which will give you a router as part of 

their offering while others you have to buy. Your service provider or technician will be best 

placed to advise on the exacts for this. Still budget at least Kshs.10, 000 

Networking Services – This is not equipment per se but if you are not a technical person 

then you will need the help of a knowledgeable person to network your computers. This will 

make them ‘talk’ to each other and with the server from where you control them. It’s during 

networking that you can also install the timer.  Cost of networking will depend o the technician 

and the number of computers.  Budget at least Kshs.10, 000 f0r networking.  

Furniture – The key items will be the table or workstations to place the computers and the 

chairs. The tables / counters will depend on the set up. Budget at least Kshs. 2000 to set up a 

single work station. 

Like we mentioned you should aim to have comfortable chairs for the customer. Uncomfortable 

chairs will make the users tired and naturally walk away. Make the choice of chairs based on the 

space that you have. If with limited space go for chairs which allow easy movement. Congestion 

could turn some customers away or make them shift to a more spacious cyber café.   

Budget at least Kshs. 500 for a chair. For a midsized cyber café with 10 computers budget at 

least Kshs.30, 000 f0r chairs and workstations. 

 

Suppliers: 

There are hundreds of equipment suppliers in major towns. If you have difficulties locating 

suppliers, let us know and we will be of help. 
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Set Up  
Once you have the equipment, or have identified where to get them the next thing is to 

practically set up: 

Workstations 
The first thing is to set up the work stations.  When building the workstations think of the space 

you have, the number of computers you want to have now and in the future. If you have limited 

space and want to squeeze in many computers you have to think of a design that doesn’t 

gobble too much space.  

Though a spacious workstation is appreciated there are some which are unnecessarily big, and 

which can be made smaller to save on space. Here is where you think how to place the monitor 

and CPU, placing them clumsily will just take more space.  Then it should be easy for the 

customer to locate the CPU in case she wasn’t to use the USB ports  

Privacy 
You have to think of the privacy and personal space of the customer. This is usually achieved 

by affixing partitions between the computers. This defines the space of every user. The human 

eye wonders, some more than others. With such a partition even the user with the wondering 

eye will feel obscene peeping into the next customer’s computer. Here you have to decide 

whether you want almost total privacy or simply a decent level of privacy.  

The almost total privacy is achieved by building a workstation that is almost like a cubicle, and 

the laying the cyber café in such a way that only the customer can view the screen.  This design 

will of course use more material and end up being relatively expensive. On the other side it 

attracts the customer who wants total privacy. And you can charge a premium for the privacy.  

 A cyber café at Interfina house Nairobi CBD with a total privacy setting had become a favourite 

of those who wanted to watch porn, such that it was full of interesting sounds almost all the time 

but that’s what it thrived on. 

You don’t necessarily need that, but then make the call based on where you are setting up, 

what your competition is doing and how you want to differentiate. Total privacy could be a way 

of differentiating and also charging a premium price. At times users will use such total privacy to 

download very heavy files which then can slow the speed for everyone if your bandwidth is 

limited.  

Workstation Eye Level 
You have to make sure your workstations are of the right height. The work station should be at 

the eye level where the consumer can work without straining.  Sometimes the computer is too 

high and the chair too low such that the consumer ends up straining his neck; quiet an 

uncomfortable pose that could make them spend less time in your café.  
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Sometimes the chair is too high compared to the level of the monitor. Again this is very 

uncomfortable. This could look mundane but such factors subconsciously end up influencing 

how much a customer spends and their loyalty.  

The Chairs 
As it’s now obvious the chairs that you choose play an important factor. There are cyber cafes 

which opt for the  plastic chairs with arms. The disadvantage with this is that they use much 

space, and where they cyber is small they make it look more congested than it is actually is.  

They also make movement hectic what with the arms touching and reclining rests.  

The plastic chairs with arms are also designed in a sinking manner, meaning they are low and 

not best for a workstation. And when it’s chilly they also get cold such that customers ask for a 

cushion.  The advantage is that they are cheap.  The preferable chairs are metallic, upright and 

of the workstations height. If you have to go plastic armless upright chairs are a better option.  

Layout 
There is no formula for the layout. The exacts will depend on the size and the shape of the 

premises. But some considerations include trying to have space for easy movement, offering a 

level of privacy and of course maximizing the space so that you can have as many computers 

as you would wish.   

You need to set a slightly detached workstation from where you manage the cyber, and which 

acts as the ‘office’. Here you keep the cash, monitor usage, sell stationery, print, and offer 

services such as binding. The layout should allow for easy movement, some privacy and 

maximizing space.  

Networking & Timer 
Once you have the workstations and computers ready the next step is to network. Networking is 

not rocket science but you need a technician to do it for you that is if you are one yourself. 

It’s at this point you install a timer. A timer helps a customer monitor their spending. It also helps 

you the owner to know how much a customer has spent.  Though it’s possible to operate a 

cyber café without a timer it will require more work, jolting down the starting and end time of the 

customers. A manual method has higher chances of errors and leading to disputes with 

customers. 

A timer will also help you get a good estimate of the amount made in a day. Although not 

foolproof a timer helps you get an idea of the amount that was made from surfing. There are 

various types of timers differentiated by the features they have.  Some can be manipulated 

easily by whoever is controlling them while some are difficult to modify.  

When deciding on which timer to pick don’t just have yourself in mind but also the customer. 

The timer should be easy to use; the simpler the better. A timer which allows customers easily 

access other programs, without compromising anything,  is preferable.  
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Internet Service Provider 
During the setup process you should also settle on the internet service provider than you are 

going to use. There are several options available. The key factors to consider are reliability, 

speed and cost. Reliability in this case means that the provider won’t have downtimes. The 

internet will be available and at the right speed all through.  

Speed means that the internet is fast enough to make the customers satisfied. Since customers 

are paying by the minute they get frustrated when the speed is low. 

There are cyber café owners who have the misplaced notion that if the speed is slow then 

customers will spend more time at the cyber café. The opposite is actually what happens. 

Customers are frustrated and run away if the speeds are too slow. 

Presently the some of the most popular internet service providers used by cyber cafes are: 

 

Telkom Kenya 

The preferred Telkom package for a cyber café is the Home Plan which costs Kshs. 3999 per 

month for unlimited internet. You also have to purchase a router at Kshs 10,000 which then 

comes to Kshs.14, 000. On the initial purchase you are given 10GB free of charge.  

‘Unlimited' means browsing at fast speed up to 50GB after which speeds reduce to 256kbs. 

(http://www.telkom.co.ke/home-plans) 

  

Zuku 

Zuku is available in Nairobi, some major towns and then only some sections of the towns. They 

have been expanding their coverage and its best to get in touch with them to know if they cover 

a particular area.  

In areas where there is coverage the most popular package for cyber cafes is the basic 20mps 

unlimited internet which costs Kshs.4499 per month. The next favourable package is 50mps 

which costs Kshs. 5699.  

In all cases remember the more computers you have the higher the bandwidth you require. 

Airtel 

Airtel is used by some smaller cyber cafes. The most common package being the Airtel 

Unlimited accessed through a modem. This costs Kshs.2999 per month. The modem is priced 

at  Kshs. 1000. 

Although it’s marketed as unlimited it’s actually 20GB after which speeds reduce to 256kbps. To 

get faster browsing speeds you can buy what they refer as a booster pack, at Kshs. 199 for 1GB 

or Kshs.699 for 5GB. 
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(http://africa.airtel.com/wps/wcm/connect/africarevamp/kenya/home/personal/internet/internet-

services/data-bundles) 

Other solutions include Safaricom Wimax and Faiba at Kshs.10, 000 and JTL Faiba. In the end 

consider speed, cost, reliability and customer service.  

Capital Breakdown 
 

Item Breakdown  Total 
(Kshs.) 

                                                                 Licenses 

   

Single User Business Permit 1 20,000 

MCSK License 1    3,000 

Signboard License 1    4,000 

Kopiken License 1     2,000 

Fire  Compliance License 1     2,500 

Sub Total   31,500 

   

                                                                Equipment 

   

8 Computers @ Kshs.30,000 240,000 

Printer 1 Konica Minolta Biz 
Hub c360 @ 
Kshs.140,000 

140,000 

Headphones 8 @ Kshs.500     4,000 

Card Readers 3 @ Kshs.200        600 

Binding Machine 1     5,000 

Laminating Machine 1     5,000 

Router & Switches 1    10,000 

Furniture 10 Chairs, 3 stools, 
Tables & Partitions. 

30,000 

Signboard 1 and neon signs 12,000 

Fan   1 5,000 

Fire Extinguisher 1 5,000 

Networking 1 10,000 

Internet Service Provider 1     5,000 

Miscellaneous All 30,000 

Sub Total   507,000 

   

   

                                                               Premises 

   

Rent 2 months deposit + 1 
month rent. Will 
depend on location. 
(@ Kshs.15,000 per 

45,000 
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month) 

Renovation and Remodeling Repainting and any 
branding 

15,000 

Sub Total   60,000 

   

                                                           Working Capital 

   

Salary  3 months @ 
Kshs.10000 per month 
per worker 

30,000 

Miscellaneous  All 10,000                                                        

Sub Total  40,000 

   

   

Grand Total ( Adding all the above sub totals)   638,500 

 

Notes on Capital 

The above are working figures based on some case studies. You can adjust accordingly to fit 

your budget. For instance you can start with fewer and less expensive computers. Again you 

can add some accessories like laminators later. It’s also possible to start with a less expensive 

inkjet printer in the range of Kshs. 25,000.  

Other adjustments could be in the licenses, rent, furniture and other miscellaneous costs. Still 

the above should give a very good idea of the equipment and amount you need to start a cyber 

café. 

Operations 
 

Assistants 
The basic operations of a cyber café involve the customer coming in, using the computer and 

then paying for it. The customer could use the internet, print, photocopy and bind documents.  

This means there needs to be someone to assist the customer and receive payment.  

The number of people required to run the cyber café will depend on the size and how busy it is. 

A busy cyber café, even if with only five computers, could need two assistants. This is more so if 

there are a lot of customers who are not computer literate, there is a dash to meet some e-

government deadline or get some information or other such.  

If a cyber café is offering typing services, which are labour intensive, then more assistants could 

be required. And again the bigger the cyber café the more manpower is needed; otherwise 

customers in need of assistance because they can’t reach an only attendant who is at the far 

corner. 
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There are many owner operated cyber café or with one attendant. The key thing is to balance 

between service and costs. Presently most cyber cafes with 5 - 20 computers tend to have two 

assistants.  

Smaller cyber cafes are often run by one person. Some like those near colleges will hire 

temporary staff during the peak seasons for instance the period of the year when students have 

their projects typed. For midsized cafes say with ten computers you can run it on your own or 

have one attendant and increase the number as business picks.  

Work at a cyber café is not very technical. Anyone with a certificate in computer packages can 

comfortably run the cyber if they are keen, enthusiastic, fast learners and with good trouble 

shooting skills. So you need someone with a good understanding of common computer 

programs like Microsoft Office, e-government services and generally how the internet works. 

Other considerations include being fast, friendly and honest.  

There is no formula for recruiting. This being a low entry low skill job there is a pool big enough 

to recruit from.  You can start with simple posters in the neighbourhood, spread the word among 

friends and family or use online services such as olx.co.ke. 

Day to Day 
Many cyber cafés open by 8am. . The owner or an attendant will be responsible for this. On 

opening the first thing is to switch on the computers and make sure the internet is working fine. 

The next thing is to clean up; wipe the floor and dust the workstations.  

When a customer walks in she sits on a computer of her choice, opens the browser and does 

whatever brought her to the cyber café. At the end of the session she pays the required amount.  

You should always try to maximize the cyber café revenue by offering as many of related 

services as possible. For instance offer binding, laminating, sell stationery, sell airtime, have an 

Mpesa if possible, have photocopy services and so forth.   

 

Marketing 
You need to think how you are going to get word out about your cybercafé. You will need to 

label it properly on the outside. A well paced signpost is also very effective. The signpost should 

indicate the services being offered by the cyber café. And if the cost of browsing is lower than 

that of competitors in the neighbourhood then you can indicate the price.  

You will pay to have the signpost made and also to display it. A small signpost will range 

average Kshs, 5000. County governments will charge from Kshs.2, 500 per annum for the 

signpost. Exact fees will depend on the county and the size of the billboard. 

This is the first point of marketing. Days are gone when cyber cafes could afford to put 

advertisements in the newspapers. Nowadays direct marketing is often limited to signboards.  
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The other part of marketing happens when the customers come in, enjoy great service, spread 

the word and become loyal to the cyber café.  

As we have mentioned location is key in the cyber café business. Cyber cafes in great locations 

‘market‘themselves. A great location could be by virtue of the activities in the neighborhood, for 

instance government institutions or colleges. It could also be by virtue of the foot traffic and 

economies of location. It could be a result of a gap in the market and convenience.  

 So in the cyber café business marketing involves setting up in a good location, creating 

awareness and offering great service.  

 

Revenue 
 

Revenue Overview – Pricing  
 

Revenue in a cyber cafe comes from two major sources; actual browsing which is basically 

computer time and selling related services and products like printing, binding, laminating, 

envelopes, pens, notebooks and the like. 

Although browsing is not automatically the biggest revenue contributor, it gives an indicator of 

what prices of other services will be. 

Presently cyber cafes charge between Kshs.0.50 and Kshs.1 per minute. The maximum 

revenue a computer can generate depends on the price per minute.  The most common price 

points are Kshs.0.50 and Kshs. 1 per minute which translate to Kshs.30 and Kshs.60 per hour 

respectively. Other price points are Kshs.0.60 and Kshs. 0.75 per hour which translates to Kshs. 

36 and Kshs. 45 per hour.  

Charging below the most common price in the market of Ksh.0.50 per minute though at times 

sustainable does not seem to have any positive effect of on revenue especially now when 

browsing is not always the main source of revenue. Indeed looking at the market in 2017 you 

find that a high percentage of new cyber cafes are moving from the low price points of 

Kshs.0.50 to Kshs. 0.75 and Kshs. 1.  

How much you charge will depend on your location among other factors. If you have intense 

competition and everyone is charging Kshs. 0.50 then it won’t make business sense to charge 

Kshs.1 unless of course you are adding real significant value.  

For instance, depending on the location and ‘feel ‘of a cyber café a price of Ksh.1 could be 

sustainable in an area where everyone is charging 50 cents.. Feel could mean the aura and 

service of the café that makes the customers feel it’s worth the price. Or the power and look of 

the computers.  
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Cyber cafes are also largely about convenience. A cyber café located in a place which offers 

great convenience can comfortably charge Kshs.1. Often cyber cafes in estates and outside 

major towns charge Kshs.1. This is for a number of reasons but mainly for the convenience they 

offer; them being on the nose of the consumer and with low competition when compared to 

places like central business districts.  

Logically when two cyber cafes are next to each other and one is charging Kshs.0.50 and the 

other Kshs. 1 then consumers will go to the Kshs.0.50 cyber café. However sometimes it does 

not exactly follow that. For instance, if the Kshs.0.50 cyber café is slow or with poor services 

and the Kshs.1 with better speeds, great service and set up. On the other hand if both cyber 

cafes are equal in all ways then the Kshs.0.50 cyber café will prevail.  

Aim to price at Kshs.1. But then look at your location, competition, the value you offer and adjust 

accordingly if need be. Remember with the ubiquity of smart phones often people have a clear 

idea of what they are going to do at a cyber café. This means that they will not necessarily dash 

to your cyber café just because you have low prices.  

The buying process is such that the customer will first identify the problem they want to solve by 

visiting a cyber café, and then decide which cyber café way to visit. They don’t go to a cyber 

café first then decide what to solve. Again this implies that price is not everything.  

Cyber cafés with above average sessions tend to have headphones, great speeds, good 

service and no limitations on downloading or content. Slow speeds and lack of support reduced 

the time spent by consumers in the cyber café.  

In a cyber café the fixed costs, and which are also the major costs, are rent, manpower and 

internet subscription. Although the cost of cost of bandwidth has been on a downward trend in 

the last five years rent has been moving upward.  

Revenue Case Studies 
There is a big variation in revenue figures between different cyber cafes based on the location, 

services offered, competition and other such factors. Here are some case study figures; 

Cyber Café A 

 

Duration in Business: 9 Months 

No of Computers: 5. Specs: Window 7 (OS), 14 inches screen display, 2 GB Ram, 32 – Bit 

Operating system (processor) and speed of 1.2GHZ. 

Internet Service Provider: Zuku. Bandwidth - 20mbps @ Kshs. 4500 a month. 

Other Services: Printing, Binding, Photocopying. Plans to introduce bank agency services. 

Busiest Hours: 8am – 10am. , 5pm - 8pm. 
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Revenue per day: Range Kshs.2000 – Kshs.3000. Highest revenue recorded in a day: 

Kshs.9,000.  

Foot Traffic: At least 50 people per day 

Browsing Rate:   Kshs. 70 cents per minute. Cheapest of four cyber cafes in about a hundred 

meter radius. 

Ambience: Wooden Workstations with plastic chairs 

Fixed Costs (Per month): Rent – Kshs. 9000. Attendant: Kshs.12, 000. Internet: Kshs.4500 

Major Customers: Students from nearby colleges and university.  

The cyber broke even in the third month.  

 

Cyber Café B 

 

Duration in Business: 6 Years 

No of Computers: 7. Specs: Window 7 (OS), 14 inches screen display, 1 GB Ram, 1 GHz 

Processor 

Internet Service Provider: Zuku. Bandwidth - 20mbps @ Kshs. 4500 a month. 

Other Services: Printing, Photocopying, Lamination, Scanning, Passport photos and E- citizen 

services.  

Busiest Hours: 8am – 10am. , 5pm - 8pm. 

Revenue per day: Average Kshs.8000  

Foot Traffic: At least 100 people in a day 

Browsing Rate:  Kshs.0.75 cents per minute 

Ambience: Wooden work stations. Metallic Chairs with a cushion rest. 

Fixed Costs (Per month): Rent – Kshs. 14,000. Attendant: Kshs.12, 000. Internet: 

Kshs.4500 

Major Customers: Students and visitors to nearby government offices. 
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Cyber Café C 

 

Duration in Business:  3 Years 

No of Computers: 12 computers; 4 CRT, 8 TFT screens. Specification varies from some 

computers to another. 

Started with 5 computers but added more as the business grew. 

Internet Service Provider: Zuku 20mpbs @ Kshs.4500. Started with JTL but shifted to Zuku 

because they found it more reliable.  

Other Services: Printing, Photocopying, Lamination, Scanning, Passport photos and E- citizen 

services.  

Busiest Hours:  5pm – 7pm.  

Revenue per day: Average Kshs.8000  

Foot Traffic: At least 70 people per day 

Browsing Rate:  Kshs.1 per minute.  

Ambience: Wooden work stations and plastic chairs. 

Fixed Costs (Per month): Rent – Kshs. 9000. Attendant: Kshs.12, 000. Internet: Kshs.4500 

Major Customers: Students from nearby colleges and university.  

 

Cyber Café D 

 

Duration in Business:  3 Years 

No of Computers: 6 computers with 6 empty workstations to expand. Two Printers: HP 7500a 

3 in 1 and Ricoh 2000 

Internet Service Provider:  Orange Unlimited. 

Other Services: Printing, Photocopying, Lamination, Scanning and E-Citizen services.  

Busiest Hours: 4pm – 7pm.  

Revenue per day: Average Kshs.2000  

Foot Traffic: At least 40 people per day 
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Browsing Rate:  Kshs.1 per minute.  

Ambience: Wooden work stations and plastic chairs. 

Fixed Costs (Per month): Rent – Kshs. 13,000. Attendant: Kshs: 8,000. Internet: Kshs.3000 

Major Customers:  Residents in an apartment block. 

 

The above are a sample of the case studies. We found cyber cafes making low profits and other 

losses. The major causes of losses were poor location, and then poor service and unreliable 

internet. 

Rent is the most significant cost, followed by salary and then internet. To take the example of 

Cyber Café B the fixed add up to Kshs.30, 500. The cyber café needs to make at least 

Kshs.1000 profit in a day. Other significant costs include electricity.  

An important percentage of the revenue comes from e-citizen services. Thus it becomes 

important to have expertise in the services.  

 

What Influences Revenue 

• Location – In relation to foot traffic, facilities and institutions in the neighbourhood. 

• Variety of services on offer. The more the services the higher the revenue. 

• Quality of computers – The better the computers the higher the revenue. 

• Quality of internet speeds – Good speeds increase usage and  

• Consistency in service 

• Quality of customer service  

 

At the end you should aim to make any customer who walks to your cyber café to spend as 

much as possible. So offer any extra and related services that can make customers spend 

more, be it photocopy, binding, selling stationery and such other.  

 

Competition and Survival 
The barriers to entry in the cyber café business are minimal. With as low as KES 150,000 one 
can set up a basic cyber.  There are cyber cafes in 2 by 3 meters cubicles. 
The costs of exit are also not hurting enough to prevent closure in case of minimal returns.  

There will be a ready market for the hardware the main asset in cyber cafes though at a price 

below the market level.  The market being thus fluid means there is minimal differentiation; to 

consumers cyber cafes are less like Nakumatt and Ukwala and more like the neighborhood 
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grocery store. An investment in a good location is very crucial, perhaps more important than 

branding.  

 The fact that there is not an extra large difference between the number of businesses that 

opened and closed in the last year shows that opportunities still exist but the competition is high.  

There are still thousands of people in need of cyber cafes. Some are just discovering the 

internet through  e-government services. Still there are thousands who are stopping using 

internet services as a result of having other means to access the internet    

That the number of cafes that have existed under the original owner for more than 3 years is 

over 50 % then it’s safe to peg the survival rate at 2 years: the chances of breaking even greatly 

decrease after 2 years. 

Keeping all other factors constant cyber cafes in ‘good’ locations on average break even in 8 

months. Still this is an industry which is affected largely by technological (and political) changes 

so in a year’s time a lot may or may not have happened. (Free laptops, free internet access 

centers, Dirt cheap smart phones, printers or such other factors).  

Like we mentioned at the start it’s risky to plan a cyber café as a long term (5 years +) 

investment. A five year trend (KNBS) shows the costs of accessing the internet both in terms of 

hardware and the cost of internet services itself has been reducing almost geometrically. 

Cyber cafes not in optimal locations spend more time and resources acquiring customers.  

Hence they also take longer to break even. Others go round this problem using economies of 

location; establishing their businesses close to already known cyber cafes or other high traffic 

businesses such as restaurants or colleges.  

Sometimes such a location is accompanied by ‘goodwill’ or relatively high rent.  The market also 

being relatively uniform means that’s if a customer is displeased by the service in one café they 

easily move to the next one, spoilt for choice they vote with their feet without informing the 

business owner. Cultivating customer loyalty thus becomes absolutely important for the growth 

and sustainability of the business. This is especially so for businesses with the disadvantage of 

location. Every single customer matters. 

Advertisements and good signage though at times taken for granted really help in acquiring 

customers.  

A Note on Manpower 

Employee Skills  
 
Most common Qualification - Certificates in computer packages  
Highest Qualification Observed – Degree (Not necessarily tied to computers) 
Lowest Qualification Observed – KCSE  
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On average employees leave within 6 months  
 

Compensation  
 
Most cyber cafes generally pay a basic monthly salary with no extra pay in terms of 
commissions or bonuses. A number of cyber café pay low salaries but let employees keep any 
money they receive from typing services. (Typing only. The amounts range from Kshs. 10 – 
Ksh.20 per page)  
 

Common Manpower Issues  

• Employees tampering with timer 

• Employee giving poor service ( Looking bored, tired and offering quick brash assistance)  

• Employees trying to look for cash leakages – (“ Ways to eat”)  

• Some customers who consistently need assistance develop a special relationship with 

the employees, and when they leave the customer gets ‘distracted’. If the substitute 

employee is not equally patient or understanding the customer shifts to another cyber 

café. Train all your employees to offer exceptional service so that if one leaves the gap 

is easily filled. 

 

Random Case Studies (Wi-Fi)  
This is sample data from a quick survey done in an estate in Nairobi in 2016biased towards Wi-

Fi use. The survey was for a different project and not tied to this guide. It was 

 

Cyber Cafe Does it have WI-FI, if yes 
what are the advantages 
and disadvantages? 

Do you get enough 
customers to break 
even? 

What do you plan 
to add in your cyber 
café in the future?  

What does the 
competitor do 
differently from you? 

Cyber Café J Yes, we have. 
The advantage of having 
Wi–Fi is that it attracts 
more customers into our 
cyber. 
The biggest challenge we 
have is that people are 
able to use our internet 
services without our 
knowledge the moment 
they get to know our 
password. 
 

Yes although we 
feel the market is 
shrinking as more 
and more people 
buy smartphones.   

Faster speeds. They have photocopy 
services along with the 
cyber café. We only 
have browsing and 
printing.  

Cyber Café K No  Yes because we are 
located an area that 
has not yet fully 
embraced the usage 

We want to provide 
Wi- Fi services in 
our cyber. 

The fact that the 
competition has Wi – Fi 
services means they 
attract more customers 
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of high quality smart 
phones. 

than us.  

Cyber Café L Yes. It attracts more 
customers. But some will 
use it without the 
knowledge once they 
know the password. 
 

Yes there is market 
since we are located 
near a learning 
institution and most 
of our customers are 
students who come 
to do their 
assignments and 
research on their 
projects in our 
cyber. 

To provide the 
highest internet 
speed at a low 
price for the 
customers. 

Some of our 
competitors cybers 
have a playstation 
gaming section.  

Cyber Café M No  We are new to the 
market, since we 
just opened two 
months ago but. We 
believe with more 
advertising of our 
cyber am sure the 
market will rise. 

To create an 
internet hub 

Having Wi-Fi and photo 
studio services.  

New cyber café  Yes  
Since I put Wi-Fi in my 
cyber the response has 
been great. Most of them 
come and use Wi-Fi and I 
charge them as much as I 
would charge them when 
they use the computer. 
The challenge we have is 
fraud in a case where a 
client will use and claim 
that they did not. Well we 
in the process of put up 
ways to control it. 

Yes I have been 
having enough 
customers, and they 
are increasing. 

To provide services 
to people with 
laptops. Where one 
will come with their 
laptop and use our 
internet. 

Some cyber have 
introduced so many 
other businesses within 
the cyber business; like 
burning movies, 
photocopy, lamination, 
bank agents. Which I 
don’t do in my cyber.  
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